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Forethought
Drawing from five years of practice employing collaborative and
participatory methodologies, I will be reflecting here on the
complexities and nuances of negotiating/fostering a safe space
for a patient or patients when working in an arts and health
context, both in person and remotely. Reflecting on the diverse
engagements of my first arts and health experience as Waterford
Healing Arts Trust Artist in Residence in University Hospital
Waterford (2017) and the varied and significant experiences since,
such as intergenerational work with Age and Opportunity and Helium
Arts, I recognise that I am still seeking a better understanding
of the significance of place and space when engaging with anybody
in an arts and health context. This query has also arisen for me
over the past year working with a person or persons online when
the subtle queues and bodily gestures that can be so telling in
person are absent or limited through the digital lens.
This
document will focus on two areas of investigation.
Firstly, to interrogate how one creates a safe encounter with a
patient or patients in an unfamiliar space (online or in person),
such as the hospital bedside, considering the variables, the
unknowns and the uncontrollables in a healthcare setting. If one
were to consider the artist studio as the natural space for art to
occur then one could consider a healthcare setting as an
"unnatural space" for art to take place. How, then, do an artist
and patient enter this unfamiliar space and create parity, trust,
warmth, curiosity, conversation and safety?

Secondly, to reflect on our subjective and emotional relationships
with objects and personal affects and their ability to serve as
vehicles
for
negotiating,
materialising
and
navigating
relationships. I will question the ability of objects to become
active participants in and mediators of our relationships with
each other, unpacking the ways in which objects engage our
emotions subliminally, viscerally and vicariously. I will explore
the possibility that objects are a medium in which an artist can
bring meaning and an enriching experience to an encounter with a
patient or patients and consider whether objects can act as
embodiments of emotions and vessels to recall memories and
stories.

The writer cannot do it alone. The unread story is not a story; it is little black
marks on wood pulp. The reader, reading it, makes it live; a live thing, a story.
Ursula K. Le Guin, Dancing at the Edge of the World
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Materials and tools for a Wild Thing (you make my heart sing)
workshop in the artist studio of the Waterford Healing Arts Trust
(2017). The public and the hospital community donated fabric, wool
and glass jars. The appeal for materials allowed for donors, who may
have been unable to partake in other aspects of the project, to
become participants.
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1000 fabric flowers were made by hand by hospital staff, patients,
community groups and a school in Waterford. 480 of these flowers
were distributed to patients by the University Hospital Waterford
Catering Department on the morning of 13th October 2017. The
catering staff became transient custodians of the flowers.
The remaining flowers were displayed in the hospital foyer.
Visitors were encouraged to choose a flower to take home. This was
also an opportunity and perhaps a reminder to participating staff
of their contribution to the project.
The dispersal and impermanence of the project was a defining
characteristic of the project.
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Work produced during Waterford Healing Arts Trust Artist in
Residence (2017) with a long stay hospital patient in isolation.
The patient had an interest in painting, drawing, poetry and
music. His drawing was transferred to calico and I embroidered it
as we conversed and listened to music. The embroidery technique
of needle painting was employed in reference to the patients
interest in Van Gogh and the impasto painting technique. The
patient was discharged before the work was finished. I introduced
the work to a patient in the Department of Psychiatry who began a
needle paint drawing of her own. I found these unexpected links
and threads of connection a very exciting aspect to the residency.
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Embroidered table linen inherited from the artist's
great aunt was divided and posted to participants of the Bealtaine
At Home and Helium Arts intergenerational creative exchange At the
Table No One Grows Old (2020). Mark making tools such as fabric
markers, needles and thread, scrap fabric and wool were also
provided. The postal and online exchange encouraged the sharing of
textile skills, memories and rituals of being at the table.
Participants shared images of finished work with the artist and a
virtual tablecloth was made, piecing the work together once again.
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In the spring of 2020 our worlds were turned upside down. For many
our homes and gardens became our sanctuaries. In response to our
changing circumstances Helium Arts began a remote programme called
Distance Creates, combining home-based activities, postal exchanges
and virtual sharing. I engaged the children in a project that asked
them to observe the familiar and the micro in their homes and
outdoor spaces.
Tiny Captured Rainbows brings together the artwork of 32 young
artists that spring between the ages of 9 and 12 who joined us over
six weeks this spring to document and colourfully celebrate the tiny
moments in our everyday life.
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An intergenerational online workshop with Bealtaine At Home (2021)
that focused on tactile making, the sharing of knowledge, place and
the passing of time. Participants included a primary school class in
Donegal, young adults and generations of the same families. The
workshop aimed to foster slowness, empathy, conversation, process
and the tactile.
Participants were gifted materials via post. Clay was collected by
the artist on Greystones Beach, Co. Dublin. These materials were
used to make ‘earth dumplings’ (or seed bombs*), an ancient Japanese
practice of seed dispersal by human intervention
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A creative consultation project with Childrens Health Ireland
(CHI) to gather stories and insights from children and young
people to inform the wall graphics of the New Children's
Hospital (NCH) took place in 2021. Creative engagements took
place in waiting rooms, by the bedside, schools and online.
Natural objects such as honeycomb, shells, bones and feathers
were introduced alongside images and words as prompts for
conversation and story telling.
A series of stories and poems were produced from the
engagements to inspire the final wall graphics.

Afterthought
The opportunity to reflect on five years of practice employing
collaborative and participatory methodologies has allowed for
focused time to distill, digest, rummage, meander, wander and
interrogate the crevices of past projects and engagements.

negotiation, discovery, rejection I would like to establish my
responsibility in the preparation of the invitation/ask and the
integrity of the materials and tools introduced to establish the
culture and merit of an engagement.

Seeking further insight into the significance of space and place
when engaging with a participant or participants in an arts and
health context I revisited diverse projects, both in person and
remote, to understand how these experiences had been influenced by
their environment.
Reading François Matarasso's A Restless
Art:How Participation Won, and why it Matters (Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation, 2019) proved an invaluable insight into the history,
ethics and development of participatory arts. It allowed me to
retrospectively align contexts to projects and to reveal critical
values in my practice.

I also reflected on our subjective and emotional relationship with
objects and personal affects and the place of material culture in
a creative engagement.
Objects have the ability to kindle
conversation and provoke emotion. 'Reading' a normally mute object
and allowing its often fragile materiality to inspire discussion
can reveal insights and become a safe negotiator in relationships
and a means of creative discovery. Likewise the use of considered
materials in a creative act can elicit a material language of
sorts.

With the overarching question of how one negotiates/fosters a safe
space for engagements within an arts and health context I
recognise that a shift in my role as artist is to facilitate space
or a framework for others to occupy; to withdraw from the balance
of power. "Participatory art thrives in liminal space, on margins
and borders...It demands that we think, feel, talk and share in
new ways with other people" (Matarasso, p.50) If art is a
territory of meetings between people, a forum for encounter,
friendship, exchange, conflict, alliance, misunderstanding, love,

Initially approaching this reflection with two queries about space
and our relationship to objects I have come to see them as
intrinsically linked. The introduction of objects - materials,
tools, personal affects - to an engagement has the ability to
cultivate the familiar in a foreign space. The addition of
materials and the making process can help to establish a sense of
identity in the unfamiliar.

